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Abstract—A signed variable step size least mean squares
(SVSS-LMS) technique is used to boost the convergence rate of
digital background calibration for pipelined analog-to-digital
converters (ADC). The technique is used to compensate for most
known errors, including nonlinear OpAmp gain imperfections,
capacitor mismatch and comparator offset. A 12-bit ADC
Simulink model is established to verify the technique.
Convergence occurs after 5.8K cycle with 42% enhancement over
fixed step size LMS. A 22.6% power reduction is achieved as a
result of calculation reduction. The proposed technique exhibits
improvements in peak DNL from 1 to 0.7 LSB and INL from 33.2
to 2.3 LSB. At a frequency of 100 Msample/s, both SFDR and
SNDR reveal noticeable enhancements from 41.6 to 83.1 dB and
from 39 to 68.6dB respectively.
Keywords—pipelined analog-to-digital converters; background
calibration; least mean squares; variable step size

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the rapid increase in the sampling rate, performance
and complexity of portable devices, power reduction has
become today’s number one target. Digital designs benefit
from technology scaling that causes significant power and area
reduction. In contrast, their analog counterparts have been
struggling to maintain their performance at reasonable power
dissipation [1]. Scaling makes power-mismatch and powerlinearity tradeoffs more challenging in analog circuits. As,
capacitor mismatch is inversely proportional to the capacitor’s
area and the intrinsic gain drops with scaling, demanding more
complicated power-hungry circuits [2]. Consequently, digital
help is needed to relax the analog circuits’ specifications as
well as to make use of technology scaling. The digital assisting
circuits are not considered as power overhead on the design
itself, as digital low power techniques can be easily
implemented to reduce their consumed power [3].
Pipelined analog-to-digital converter (ADC) offers an
attractive combination of speed (up to hundreds of
Msamples/s) and resolution (up to 16-bit), which makes it
widely used in nowadays applications. However, at high
speeds, it is hard to implement a high resolution pipelined
ADC without calibration [4]. Factors such as capacitor
mismatch, residue gain error and OpAmp nonlinearity
obviously deteriorate the ADC performance [5]. Many digital
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calibration techniques have been suggested in the recent years.
They are mainly categorized to: (1) foreground and (2)
background calibration. The former has the advantage of fast
convergence (only hundreds of iterations) but it has two
noticeable drawbacks. First, it can’t track errors during
operation process because it is done offline. Second, it
interrupts regular ADC process to apply calibration signal,
which is a costly penalty in high speed applications [6]. In
contrary, background calibration takes place online during
conversion. This property allows continuous system
monitoring without interruption and enables tracking of slow
environmental variations caused by temperature, supply
voltage drifts and device aging [7].
Background calibration can be implemented with the aid of
a slow but accurate ADC in parallel with the ADC under
calibration as illustrated in Fig. 1 [8]. Gradient descent
algorithm is utilized to estimate the tap weight values which
are not known a priori due to system errors [9]. This approach
can be further enhanced by using signed variable step size
(SVSS) LMS (Least mean squares) technique to speed up the
system convergence [10]. SVSS technique has the ability to
track slowly varying errors efficiently with low complexity and
power overhead compared to other techniques such as variable
step size (VSS) and modified variable step size (MVSS)
methods [11, 12].

Fig. 1. Background calibration using parallel slow but accurate ADC

In this paper, SVSS-LMS based digital calibration
technique is applied to a 12-bit pipelined ADC; composed of
twelve1.5-bit stages and a 2-bit flash. The technique aims to
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compensate for capacitor mismatch, comparator offset and both
linear and nonlinear OpAmp imperfections with the least
complexity and power consumption. This technique has the
advantage of spending less power in analog circuitry especially
in the reference ADC. Since, it works on decreasing the
sampling rate of the reference ADC, by increasing the
decimation factor.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II,
Equalization-based digital calibration scheme is explained. The
SVSS LMS algorithm is presented in section III. In section IV,
simulation results are discussed. Finally some conclusions are
drawn in section V.
II.

EQUALIZATION-BASED DIGITAL CALIBRATION

Equalization-based calibration scheme is known for its high
convergence rate compared to statistical-based and correlationbased methods [13]. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the process starts
when the output of the pipeline ADC under calibration is fed to
LMS adaptive filter (ADF) to compensate for the ADC errors
and generate an estimated digital output. Subsequently, the
estimated output is compared to the reference signal coming
from the accurate ADC. Next, their difference (the error) is
provided back again to the ADF. Finally, the ADF updates the
coefficients based on LMS algorithm, to be able to track errors,
and so forth.
The code domain representation of 1.5-bit/stage MDAC
transfer characteristics is elaborated next. Afterwards, it is
generalized to include multi-stage pipelined ADC code
formulation.
A. Flip-Around MDAC Architecture
As shown in Fig. 2, this paper deploys flip-around
multiplying digital to analog converter (MDAC) 1.5-bit/stage
architecture. It is commonly used because of its low
complexity and good immunity to comparator offset [8] and
DAC errors, which is more significant in higher bit per stage
architectures [3].
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where, ୭ is the opamp DC gain, ੌࣲ is its input voltage, and ɀଷ
and ɀହ are the third and fifth nonlinearity coefficients. If the
OpAmp is placed in a feedback circuit the input ሺੌࣲ ሻ can be
approximated by:
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By applying previous OpAmp equations to MDAC general
equation derived from charge conservation in sampling and
hold mode of operation, we get the following equations:
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ੌ is the residue voltage, ਹ਼ is the feedback capacitor, ਹ is
the sampling capacitor, ਹࣲ is the parasitic capacitor, ݀ is the
sub-ADC output taking values 0,1 or 2, ੌੈ਼ is the reference
voltage and ܣ ሺੌ ሻ is the nonlinear OpAmp gain.
B. Code Domain Transfer Characteristics
The transfer characteristics per stage are represented as
code domain finite impulse response (FIR) formula to facilitate
the coefficients update done by the LMS ADF. After dividing
(3) by ৠ we reach the following digital representation:
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Ϳ͘In an ideal ADC, ߙͳ and ߚ are equal to 0.5,

and ߙ͵ and ߙͷ are equal to zero.

Fig. 2. 1.5 bit/stage MDAC architecture

The nonlinearities introduced by the OpAmp gain can be
assumed to be memoryless and weakly non-linear functions of
the input. Hence, they can be modeled using Taylor’s
expansion [5]. Moreover, for a fully differential amplifier the
even polynomials of the expansion can be neglected [14]. In
this paper only the 3rd and 5th order nonlinearities are
considered in the OpAmp open loop transfer function as
follows:

For the kth stage in pipelined ADC, its output (residue) is
the next stage’s input in the analog domain. Consequently their
digital representation is said to be equal (ܦǡ ൌ ܦǡାଵ ).
Therefore, we can express the input for multi-stage pipelined
ADC as follows:
ଷ
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ߙଵǡଷ  ܦǡଶ
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(6)

where, ܦǡଶ is obtained from previous stages and so on, such
that:
ଷ
ହ
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Eq. (6) proves that the first stage input ܦ can be obtained
from the summation of weighted stage input polynomials and
weighted sub-ADC outputs. Accordingly, this is the key factor
of the proposed calibration technique presented in the next
section.
III.

PROPOSED ADAPTATION METHOD

As previously mentioned, the proposed calibration
technique makes use of the redundancy between the pipelined
stages to correct the final ADC output. Fig. 3 shows the
proposed technique used to correct the errors in a 12-bit
pipelined ADC. The summation of digital outputs coming from
the backend stages is used to correct the errors in early stages
with the help of the ADF. The mechanism of weight updating
in ADF is demonstrated in this section.
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where Ʌ and ɏ are constants that range from 0 to 1. Also, the
step size is bounded by:
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and Ɋ୫ୟ୶ must satisfy the LMS convergence criteria that
depends on the maximum eigen value (ߣ௫ ) presented by:
 ൏ ࡱሼࣆࢇ࢞ ሽ ൏
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Initially, the step size is adjusted close to ߤ௫ to ensure
fast convergence at the beginning and then it decreases to reach
ߤ to grantee low steady state error.Ɋ is usually chosen
close to the fixed step size. This algorithm is proven to be
effective in environments where the error is considered to be
slowly varying which is our case in pipelined ADC.
Fig. 3. The proposed calibration technique

A. LMS Algorithm
As declared in the previous section, to estimate the k-stage
input (ܦǡ ), digital inputs of higher order (ܦǡାଵ , ..) stages
are needed. Therefore, the calibration is performed from the
backend to the front stages. Accordingly, the ADF coefficients
converge similarly from last to first stage. At each iteration the
 ) is compared to the reference
total estimated input signal (ܦ
signal to calculate the error. Each kth stage’s ADF has three
inputs: previous stage estimate (ܦǡାଵ ), its sub-ADC output
(݀ ) and the error (Ղ). For the first two stages, a 4-tap ADF is
implemented whereas in the 3rd and the 4th stages only two taps
per stage are necessary as pointed out in (7). The four filters
estimate the coefficients as pointed out in the previous section.
The LMS technique is responsible of updating these
coefficients with the aid of the three inputs and the step size
(Ɋ). Eq. (8) shows an example of weight update based on LMS
at the nth iteration:
ߙሺࣿ  ͳሻ ൌ ߙሺࣿሻ  Ɋሺ݊ሻՂሺࣿሻܦǡାଵ ሺࣿሻ

(8)

The normal LMS and SVSS-LMS complexity can be
measured by the number of multiplications per iteration. The
former method requires only ͵ܯmultiplications per iteration
when each tap has a different step size, where  ܯis the number
of taps. The latter deploys Ͷ ܯmultiplications per iteration.
Accordingly, to implement the four ADF 48 multiplications per
iteration are needed by SVSS based algorithm while only 36
multiplications are needed by the FSS based. Although, the
SVSS appear to have higher complexity, it will eventually payoff as concluded in the coming section.
IV.

SIMULATION RESULTS

A 12-bit pipelined ADC Simulink model is developed to
evaluate the proposed technique. OpAmp nonlinearities up to
the 5th order besides linear errors including finite gain,
capacitor mismatch, parasitic capacitor effect and comparator
offset are corrected in the first two stages. However, the third
and fourth stages are corrected only for linear errors. Finite
gain of 53, capacitor mismatch error of 5%, parasitic capacitor
error of 30% and a 10%ੌੈ਼ comparator offset error are
introduced in all stages. The OpAmp open loop nonlinear gain
curve is modeled as presented in Fig. 4.

B. Variable Step Size
The proposed technique uses SVSS algorithm to speed up
the convergence while maintaining a low steady state error.
Some VSS algorithms have higher complexity, which may
reach six extra multiplications per iteration more than normal
LMS [13]. To optimize the convergence rate and power
consumption, this paper exploits SVSS algorithm. Eq. (9)
displays the way the step size fluctuates with the error sign,
constant forgetting factor (ߠ) and the small constant (ɏ) [11]
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Fig. 4. OpAmp nonlinear gain model

Dynamic Parameters [dB]

Although, the errors were introduced in all stages, only four
ADF units were sufficient to achieve ~ 12 bits accuracy. As
manifested in Fig. 5, as the number of calibrated stages
increase the Dynamic parameters improves while the
complexity increases. The step sizes of different ADF were
adjusted so that the 4th stage converges first then the 3rd stage
and so on. For instance, the 1st stage’s lowest Ɋ୫୧୬ is set to 2-9
while the 4th stage’s lowest Ɋ୫୧୬ is set to 2-4. Moreover, The
SVSS parameters in the four stages are adjusted to ߠ ൌ ͲǤͻͻͷ
and ɏ ൌ ͳ െ  .
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TABLE I.
DYNAMIC RESULTS
Dynamic
Parameters

Before calibration

After calibration

SFDR

41.6dB

83.1dB

SNDR

39 dB

68.6dB

The table shows the SFDR and SNDR enhancements from
41.6dB to 83.1dB and from 39dB to 68.6dB respectively. After
calibration, the calculated ENOB is 11.1dB. The power
spectral density (PSD) is presented in Fig. 7, it can be observed
how harmonics are corrected using this technique. The DC
measurements were also measured, no missing codes were
 ). The peak DNL before and
found in the estimated input (ܦ
after the calibration are 1/0.7 LSB and the peak INL before and
after calibration are 33.2/2.3 LSB.

4

Stages

Fig. 5. Dynamic parameters vs stages calibrated

The mean square error (MSE) is calculated for both SVSS
and fixed step size (FSS) to predict the learning curve. As seen
in Fig. 6, the convergence rate of SVSS which is 5.8K cycles is
approximately double that of the FSS which converges after
10K cycle. That means that the SVSS needs 278.4K
multiplications to reach steady state whereas, the FSS needs
360K multiplications. Hereafter, the proposed technique is
capable of reducing the total number of calculations by 22.6%.
Thus, reducing the power consumed in calculations and the
power spent in the slow but accurate ADC operation; the
decimation factor can be decreased to meet the same time
requirement. As, the filter adaptation rate which is controlled
by the decimation factor, is the conversion rate of the reference
ADC. For instance, if a decimation factor of value 1000 is used
the conversion rate of the reference ADC should be fs/1000.

Fig. 6. Learning curve of variable step size vs fixed step size

The dynamic parameters are measured at fs=100Msample/s
and fin=9.99 MHz. the results are summarized in Table I.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 7. Frequency spectrum at fs=100 Msample/s and fin=9.99 MHz
(a) before calibration, (b) after calibration

V.

CONCLUSION

A fast digital calibration employing SVSS-LMS algorithm
is investigated in this paper. This technique targets fast
convergence with low complexity and hence power
consumption. The technique is applied to a 12-bit ADC where
linear and nonlinear errors up to 5th order were calibrated for
the first two stages and only linear errors were calibrated for
the rest. Only the first four stages need calibration, so that the
steady state error reaches ~ 12-bit accuracy. The technique is
implemented using Simulink and it is compared to its FSSLMS based counterpart. With a sine wave input having a
frequency of fin=9.99 MHz sampled at a rate of 100
Msample/s, the system convergence is observed after 5.8K
cycles. Hence, it is considered 42% faster than FSS-LMS based
technique. Therefore, the proposed technique is capable of
saving up to 22.6% of the power consumed in calculations.
Hence, relax the reference ADC requirements by decreasing its
conversion rate and reduce the power spent in it. Moreover, the
results indicate 42dB and 30dB improvements in SFDR and
SNDR respectively.
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